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Theoretical Underpinnings 
!   Postmodernist historical theory  

1.  Though undoubtedly referential, history remains a fictive 
narrative construction created in part by formal and ideological 
pressures and subjective ethical and aesthetic choices (Munslow 
1997; 2007) 

2.  Form always precedes content in the construction of history 
(White 1973; 1987) 

3.  Each form has its own ‘rules of engagement’ (Rosenstone 2006) 

4.  Grounded in Foucauldian (1969; 1980) notions that historical 
representation is both determined by and sustains contemporary 
discourses surrounding ‘knowing’ and is therefore linked to 
systems of power.  

 

 

 



Analytical Approach: The Five 
Categories 

!   Simulation Style and Epistemology  

!   Time  

!   Space  

!   Narrative  

!   Affordances  



•  These categories describe: stylistic variations in the ludic 
aesthetics of historical description (simulation styles) 

 
•  Will the game will try to make us feel like we witness the past and 

act within it, or will it attempt to enable us to understand and 
participate in its argument about the past?  

 
 
 



Realist Simulation Style 

•  Generally work by aiming and/or claiming to show  the past ‘how it was’, i.e. as 
it appeared to historical agents of the time. 

 
•  Most obviously characterised by using a high-degree of visual specificity. 
 
•  The aesthetics of historical description mainly operates through the audio-visual 

aspect. 

 • Frequently tied to the diegetic level of the historical agent (at least in gameplay 
     moments) and therefore tend to focus on small groups or individuals.   

Assassin’s Creed II (Ubisoft Montreal 2009) 
Brothers in Arms: Hell’s Highway 
(Gearbox Software 2008) 



 
• Relatively easy to interpret 
 
• Can engage with existing 
realist visual discourses and 
tropes (e.g. from film or 
television). 
 

• Often high visual data loads, 
a quality which can be 
described as ‘over-
specification 
(uberstimmtheit)’ (Chatman 
1980, 126) 
 

•  In the digital game this over-specification is often compounded by the 
player’s ‘spatial’ agency (the movement of the player-character) and 
control over the virtual gaze (camera). 

 

Brothers in Arms: Hell’s Highway (Gearbox 2008) 



•  Conceptual simulations tell us about the past without purporting to show it 
as it appeared. 

 
•  Typically their visual representations are abstractions such as maps and 

playing pieces, supplemented by menus, charts and text. 

•  Their rules are often very complicated. 
 

Civilization V (Firaxis Games 2010) 

Conceptual Simulation Style  



 
•  The aesthetics of historical description mostly operate 

through the ludic aspect. 

•  Thus in conceptual simulations most of the data is found 
and the historical representation is constructed by rules, 
challenges and possible actions. 

 





 
• Can easily contain heavy 
and complex ludic 
information loads. 

• This enables these types of 
simulations to explore ideas 
and create arguments about 
complex and large scale 
historical processes, systems 
and action. 
 

 

 

•  Conceptual simulations are free to abstract to a macro scope 
that no human agent could possibly experience but at which 
historical narratives traditionally operate. 

 

Making History (Muzzy Lane 2007)  



These features mean that conceptual simulations are able to 
operate akin to traditional historical discourse relatively 
easily.   

1.Free to skip through time and space at the historian/
developers will. 

2. Historical elements can be included and arranged 
(emplotted) on the basis of their relative historical values 
according to the argument the historian/developer is 
trying to make, rather than the demands of realism. 

3. Able to deal with concepts, theories and processes that do 
not have a tangible physical presence (to imitate) much 
more easily than the realist simulation. 

4. Able to make more complex arguments. 

 

 

 

 



!   Neatly sidesteps classic criticism of visual history as having 
‘discursive weakness’ (Jarvie 1978, 378). 

!   Communicates through the ‘natural’ language of the game 
form (rules and action).  

 

!   Relinquishing the demands of realism allows the conceptual 
simulation to work similarly to much contemporary history by 
creating representation through discourse rather than a simple 
(apparent) re-telling.    



Epistemological Approaches 
!   Despite the change to the digital ludic form of representation 

the key assumptions about and methodologies of, history have 
remained largely intact. 

 

!   The realist simulation can be understood as a 
reconstructionist approach to history. 

 

!   The conceptual simulation can be understood as a 
constructionist approach to history. 

 



!   ‘Reconstructionist historians believe that they gain true knowledge 
through the primacy of referentiality and delivering its inherent story 
as the true narrative.’  (Munslow 2007, 11) 

!   ‘digitally accurate reproduction of Normandy…[and]…the 
chaos of D-Day June 1944’  

 

!   ‘experience the uncensored story of the Normandy invasion’. 

 

!   ‘real soldiers, authentic battlefields, real combat’. 

 

Reconstructionist history/Realist Simulations 



Brothers in Arms promotional material 

“…the utterer means to 'absent himself' from his discourse, and where there is in 
consequence a systematic deficiency of any form of sign referring to the sender of the 
historical message. The history seems to be telling itself all on its own. This feature has 
a career which is worthy of note, since it corresponds in effect to the type of historical 
discourse labelled as 'objective' (in which the historian never intervenes)” (Barthes 1981, 
11) 



 

!   Carries an inherent ‘“effect of reality” (Barthes 1989, 141) and 
subsumes its own status as representation. 

!   Has popular appeal for these reasons but is also 
problematically authoritarian 



!   Constructionist history: ‘the constructionist story space is a rich intellectual 
as well as a referential environment in which social theory and concept are 
freely used to assemble the past’ (Munslow 2007, 18). 

 

 

 

Constructionist History/Conceptual Simulations 

Empire Total War (Creative Assembly 2009)  



!   The approach does at least acknowledge ‘the intellectual 
commitments of the author-historian to their particular story 
space vision for the past’ (Munslow 2007, 18). 

!   However, similar to the reconstructionist approach, it remains 
authoritarian, largely unreflexive and upholds a firm emphasis 
on the absolute recoverability of the past based on a similar 
attitude toward evidence. 

!   Does not really address issues surrounding the subjective 
nature of representation 

!   Often have teleological elements and often struggle with 
representing unique instances 



• Deconstructionist history: ‘First and foremost...will be concerned 
with the way in which historians can create [history]...also why, for 
what purposes, for whom.’ (Munslow 2007, 19) 

• There will an acknowledgement and exploration of the history as 
‘what it is- an invention, a tool for doing things with the past that 
impacts back upon how we think about it and what we want out of 
it.’ (Munslow 2007, 19) 

• In short, deconstructionist histories still operate through 
representing the past but constantly self-reflexively question 
representation as a category for ‘knowing’. 

•  There are few examples of historical videogames using a simulation 
style which emphasises a deconstructionist epistemological approach  

  

Deconstructionist History 



 

Digital historical games can be broadly broken down into two 
categories of simulation style:  

!   Realist simulations - attempt to show the past as it is claimed to 
have appeared to agents and focus on the audio-visual aspect 

!   Conceptual simulations - tell us about the past without 
purporting to show it as it was, by operating at the historian’s 
diegetic level and functioning through the ludic aspect 

!   Realist simulations are generally reconstructionist histories 

!   Conceptual simulations are generally constructionist histories 

!   Despite the move into a new form, history is being produced, 
at least in terms of epistemology, in identifiably similar ways to 
in older mediums 

Conclusions 
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